There is a sledding hill located near the park office. Waterfowl hunting is allowed within specific areas of the park. Ice skating is not permitted. Boating is allowed on the lake and reservoir. Canoes and motorboats (up to 10 horsepower) are permitted. The New Jersey Division of Parks and Forestry enforces the boating regulations; anglers must follow the posted signs that apply. Ice fishing is allowed for smallmouth bass. Round Valley has an abundance of lake trout. Rainbow trout are stocked annually. The New Jersey Division of Fish and Wildlife manages the reservoir as a trout management area.

Black bears are found throughout New Jersey. Be Bear Aware when hiking or staying in the campsites. Bring a bag or two and carry your trash out with you. Trash cans are not provided. Don’t forget to Bring Your Own Trash Bag! Put your can in the can. Never litter.
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Never run from a bear! To report an aggressive bear, call 911. If you make contact with a bear, do not run! Halt all movements, back away slowly. Never attempt to feed, approach or shock bears with noise. Be sure to crouch down slowly as bears may mistake a sudden movement for prey. Carry bear spray and know how to use it. Always report any damage or nuisance behavior to the park office.

The Cushetunk Trail traverses Cushetunk Mountain and passes through rugged, rocky and steep terrain which makes it more challenging. Users must follow the same trail back since it has no outlet or connection. The Cushetunk Trail provides access to the campsites along the south and east sides of the lake.

The 8.4-mile-long Cushetunk Trail is a multi-use trail. The Cushetunk Trail begins at the park office and follows Cushetunk Mountain for 8 miles then returns to the park office. The Cushetunk Trail has markings and is well-maintained. ADA Trail provides access to the campsites along the south and east sides of the lake.
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